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Abstract: Identification and verification are the fundamental
process in biometrics recognition system. Research indicates that
palmprint, as one of the biometric recognitions system is
commonly used for human identification. It is because there are
many features and information contained inside the palmprint
that can be used in the identification process. However, only a
small region of the palmprint can be extracted using the existing
palmprint region of interest (ROI) extraction algorithms. This has
become a problem for identification systems due to negligible and
loss of important features which are located outside the ROI.
Hence, it is a necessity to improve the palmprint ROI extraction
algorithm whereby bigger palmprint ROI can be extracted using
this algorithm. Therefore, a larger fixed size extraction algorithm
for palmprint ROI is proposed where the extraction region is
larger so that more important identification features can be
captured inside these ROIs. The performance between proposed
and existing extraction algorithms are tested based on two
characteristics which are the palmprint ROI extraction area and
the comparison of feature creases extracted in a palmprint ROI.
The results show that 300x300 fixed size ROI is able to capture 13
out of 14 creases attributes for palmprint identification. This
implies that the proposed extraction algorithm shows a promising
method of extraction as compared to the existing algorithms.
Keywords : Biometric, Creases, Extraction, Palmprint, Region
of Interest (ROI)

I. INTRODUCTION
This is the era of digital society where the capability to
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recognize and identify personal identification in real-time
manner is required in various application areas such as
international border crossing, computer security and forensics
investigation [1],[2]. It is also known that biometric have been
recognized as one of the most successful technique for
personal identification. The technology behind biometric
recognition allows a person to be identified and verified
automatically using its behavioral or physiological traits,
which displayed substantial advantages compared to
traditional personal identification technique, such as using
identification card, passwords and keys [3]. An example of
biometric traits that have been proven to be successful for
recognition in practical application includes the use of
fingerprint, face, iris, voice, DNA, signature and palmprint.
However, biometric traits using palmprint is starting to gain
attention by forensic applications and law enforcement
agencies due to its simplicity such as easy self-positioning,
less distortion, stable line features, large scale identification,
fast processing speed with high recognition rate [2],[4]. In
fact, many evidences in a crime scene are in the form of
palms. Therefore, law enforcement agencies have begun on
collecting palmprints of a suspect during the booking time.
That is the reason behind attaching the palmprint modality by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in the Next
Generation Identification (NGI) system [1].
Palmprint have unique and distinct features such as creases,
ridges, wrinkles, pores, textures and minutiae points that are
being used for personal identification. Among these features,
creases have been widely used for identification purposes
because it is easy to locate and identify since the size is larger
compared to other palmprint features. There are four types of
creases; major flexion, minor finger, minor flexion and
secondary creases as in Fig. 1.
Different levels of image resolutions are required to
observe palmprint features. The largest palmprint features
that can be extracted from a palmprint is the major flexion
creases that can be visualized at less than 100 pixels per inch
(ppi) resolutions. Other features such as ridges, minutiae and
thin creases (minor finger creases, minor flexion creases and
secondary creases) can be observed using medium of 400 ppi
and pores can only be detected using medium with greater
than 500 ppi resolutions [6],[7].
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a) Major flexion creases
A. Distal transverse crease
B. Proximal transverse
crease
C. Radial transverse crease

b) Minor finger creases
A. Little finger crease
B. Ring finger crease
C. Middle finger crease

c) Minor flexion creases
A. “E” lines
B. Accessory distal transverse flexion
crease
C. Hypothenar crease

d) Secondary creases
A. Major accessory creases
B. Hatch creases
C. Checker creases
D. Wrist hatch creases

Fig. 1. Creases features in a palmprint [5],[6]
The palmprint features are extracted using the extracting
palmprint region of interest (ROI) process. The process is
important because this is the fundamental phase for the
process of identification. If the ROI extracted is very small,
some of the palmprint features are not contained inside these
ROI which can leads to loss and waste of valuable information
that can be used for individual identification. The key points
between valleys and fingers are used to calculate the
palmprint ROI extraction area. It will generate a coordinate
system to form a square area at the center or edge of a
palmprint. The palmprint ROI extraction area size can be in
term of square dynamic size (ROI size change as palm size
change; large palmprint produced larger ROI and vice versa)
or a square fixed size (ROI size is the same for all palms).
Research using square dynamic size palmprint ROI are done
by [8] who used two-key-points based, [9] used
three-key-points based and four-key-points based are used by
[7]. The research using square fixed size palmprint ROI are
done by [10], [11] that proposed 128x128 pixels and
256x256 pixels size respectively.
This project is the extension of our previous work using
dynamic size palmprint ROI in [7]. The weakness of using
dynamic size palmprint ROI is that the size of palmprint ROI
is different from one hand to another. Due to this, it is quite
difficult to do palmprint verification and identification.
Hence, there is a need to develop an extraction algorithm
using fixed size ROI algorithm which is more practical
compared to dynamic size palmprint ROI. Other than that, the
number of features extracted using dynamic [12] are limited
because the location of the extraction only focused at the
center part of the palmprint. Therefore, there is a need to
develop larger fixed size palmprint ROI extraction algorithm
so that more features can be captured inside the extracted
palmprint ROI.

Image Preprocessing

Palmprint Image Acquisition
Image Filtering
i) Image alignment
ii) Image thresholding

II. METHODS
The first step to extract a palmprint ROI is called an image
preprocessing. The preprocessing process used in this
research follows the procedures by [11] and [13]. The
preprocessing module are shown in Fig. 2.
A. Image Filtering
The palmprint image of the right and left-hand will be
collected from five (5) respondents between the ages 20 to 24
years old. These age range is chosen based on the report by
[14] that indicates this interval age group represents the
majority of Malaysian populations. The image will be in 256
RGB colors collected using a platform scanner as depicted in
Fig. 3(a).
In the process to determine the location of the palmprint
ROI, there exist some variation on calculating the reference
points. The existence of these variation are caused by the
different degree of stretching among the individual’s palm.
Nevertheless, the variation on calculating the reference points
does not produce substantial effect on the process of feature
extraction. Since the majority of the significant palmprint
information features are located at the center part of ROI,
therefore the process of palmprint ROI extraction will not be
affected by these small-scale variations [15].
The background color of an image are filtered using image
thresholding procedure. It is filtered based on the color
components values which are blue, green and red represented
by b, g and r. The representation of resultant binary pixel
image are C1 , C2 and C 3 . The image thresholding
procedures are performed based on the techniques in [13].
The resultant binary pixel image C1 procedure is:


r  u, v  - b  u, v   T
0
(1)
C1  u, v   
1
otherwise


The same procedure will be implemented using resultant
binary pixel image C2 and C3 :

Boundary Tracking
i) Trace contour of palm
ii) Finger and valley detection


0
C2  u, v   

1

r  u, v   g  u, v   T

0

C3  u, v   

1

b  u, v   g  u, v   T

ROI Extraction Algorithm
i) Pinpoint ROI location
ii) Extract ROI
Image of Palmprint ROI

Fig. 2. Palmprint ROI extraction process
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Fig. 3. The palmprint ROI extraction process: (a) initial palm image; (b) image in binary form; (c) boundary tracking;
(d) mapping coordinate system from palm’s image; (e) extraction of a square palmprint ROI.
Generally, the value of local minimal threshold, T is specify
between 50 and 100. For this research, since the captured
image is in a controlled and stable background, the value of
threshold is fixed to be 70 [11]. This threshold value also
being used to convert to binary image from the RGB colors.
The binary image, I is given as follows:
h

I

w



3

Ci  u, v  (4)

v 1 u 1 i 1

where h and w are the height and width of image, while v and
u represent the screen’s coordinates respectively. The
palmprint shape image in binary form is shown in Fig. 3(b).
B. Boundary Tracking
In this stage, the contour of palm shape image are traced
using the boundary-tracking algorithm from the binary image.
The palmprint boundary is calculated to identify the locations
of five valleys and fingers so that the area of palmprint ROI
can be generated. The traced contour of palmprint image in
Fig. 3(a) is represented in Fig. 3(c).
C. ROI Extraction Algorithm
In order to standardise the orientations of different
palmprint images rotations, a coordinate system needs to be
defined. The coordinate system is determined by building a
square parameter based on the locations of fingers and its
valleys. The locations of points that will be used to build up a
square parameter are selected using palmprint ROI extraction
algorithms. The area of palmprint ROI will be calculated
based on the length multiply by height of the square
parameter. This square parameter will be the area extracted
from the palmprint and defined as palmprint ROI as shown in
Fig. 3(d). The image of palmprint ROI is extracted from the
palmprint image based on the location of these four points as
shown in Fig. 3(e).

In the proposed algorithm, the number of the key points is
still the same with [10] and [11]. The proposed algorithm still
used two (2) key points but the difference is on the location of
the key points used.
The five (5) steps for these algorithms are listed as follows:
Step 1:
Obtain the boundary of the palm image using boundary
tracking algorithm. Identify point A which is the valley
between little finger and ring finger and point B the valley
between middle finger and index finger.
Step 2:
Draw the reference line AB to connect points A and B. Extend
the line from point A to the left and from point B to the right to
obtain points C and D respectively.
Step 3:
Assign the midpoint between point A and B as point E.
Calculate the distance between point E and B, and take half of
this distance. This distance will be used to form the line EF
which is perpendicular to the line AB.
Step 4:
Draw a line parallel to AB that pass through the point F. From
point F, take 150 pixels to the left and 150 pixels to the right
and mark these points as G and H respectively.
Step 5:
Draw a perpendicular line at points G and H to get the point I
and J respectively of length 300 pixels. Connect the point I
and J to obtain the line IJ. These four lines will form a square
ROI GHJI. The lines GH and IJ are parallel to each other.
The same thing goes to lines GI and HJ (refer Fig. 4).

III. IMPLEMENTATION
This section will propose a modified fixed size algorithm to
extract the palmprint ROI based on the algorithm introduced
by [10] and [11]. The modification is done based on the
location and number of the key points used. [11] proposed
using two (2) key points between fingers: the first key point is
the valley between ring finger-middle finger while the second
key point is the valley between middle finger-index finger.
Algorithm by [10] also proposed using two (2) key points
between fingers: the first key point is the valley between little
finger-ring finger while the second key point is the valley
between middle finger-index finger.
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Fig. 4. The proposed fixed size palmprint ROI
extraction algorithm
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IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

characteristics: i) palmprint ROI extraction area and ii) comparison of feature creases
extracted in a palmprint ROI.

The performance of the proposed fixed size palmprint ROI extraction algorithm is tested A. Palmprint ROI Extraction Area
using three (3) extraction algorithms; algorithm by [10], algorithm by [11] and the proposed
The process of the palmprint ROI extraction using different algorithms are shown in
algorithm. For each images, the extraction algorithms will be tested based on two Table-I.
Table-I: Fixed size palmprint ROI extraction area using different algorithms
Extraction using [10] - 128x128
Extraction using [11] - 256x256
Extraction using Proposed algorithm - 300x300
Palm
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After

A

B

C

D

E
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Creases is one of the most visible and easy to extract from a
B. Comparison of Feature Creases Extracted in a
palmprint. Table-II compares the type of creases that can be
Palmprint ROI
extracted using three (3) extraction algorithms; [10], [11] and
Palmprint features such as creases, ridges, minutiae and pores the proposed algorithm.
are unique and can be used as an identification system.
Table-II: Comparison of creases inside palmprint ROI based on different algorithms
Algorithm by [10]
Algorithm by [11]
Proposed Algorithm

Size (Pixel)
Major
flexion
creases
Minor
finger
creases
Minor
flexion
creases
Secondary
creases

- Distal transverse crease
- Proximal transverse crease
- Radial transverse crease
- Little finger crease
- Ring finger crease
- Middle finger crease
- “E” lines
- Accessory distal transverse
flexion crease
- Hypothenar crease
- Major accessory creases
- Hatch creases
- Checker creases
- Wrist hatch creases

128x128
√
√
√
√
√
√
X

256x256
√
√
√
X
√
X
X

300x300
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

X

X

√

X
√
X
X
X

√
X
X
√
X

√
√
√
√
X

From Table-II, the number of creases extracted by [11] are
fewer compared to the other two algorithms. Han et. al [11]
extracted the whole part of major flexion creases region and
only one part of minor finger, minor flexion and secondary
creases region respectively. It can be seen that the extracted
algorithm by [10] also extracted the whole part of major
flexion and the minor finger creases, none from the minor
flexion creases and only one part of secondary creases. Even
though the extracted region by [10] is the smallest (128x128
pixels), the number of creases extracted are more than the
algorithm by [11]. However, the proposed algorithm has
successfully extracted most of the creases that contained
inside a palmprint except the wrist hatch creases. This shows
that the proposed algorithm has successfully extracted
additional information compared to the other two existing
algorithms.
V. CONCLUSION

This project is funded by Faculty of Computer and
Mathematical Sciences (Universiti Teknologi MARA
(UiTM)).
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